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   This paper is a correction of the volume formula of compact simple Lie groups

given by Freudenthal [2]. For a compact center free simple Lie group G, Freudenthal

[2] p.202 gives the volume formula of G with respect to the metric induced by the

Killing form as

                       k2r m! DnU2 e+.- c2r m! D-it2
              Lto(G)= (e! llf., q,)T7r - T 7r"'M

where k=order of Weyl group, r=dimension, e=rank, m==S-(r-V), D=det((pi,

pj･))(pi, -'', pe are simple roots), qb ･t-, qe are the coefficients of the maximal root and

c=order of the center of the universal covering group t; of G.(note that k=ce!×

nf･..i qi). The value of r is given by

                  r =(-1)M :(ailr ai2)(evi3) ai4)'''(ai2.t-1) evi2m)

where the summation runs over all permutations of the 2m roots evi, eee, cy2m. To

calculate the volume of a compact simple Lie group G, we need to know the value of

T. However it is hard to compute r directly because it involves the summation over the

symmetric group (even if we use computers in the case e l 4).

   Now, we shall correct the Freudenthal's volume formula, that is, in the proof of

Freudenthal-de Vries [2], p.200, 1.2, u(G)= kv(D)=kv'(D) shoud be change to

                  pt(G) :ke! rrqiv(D)=kif! fiqiv'(D).

(In [2], the volume of Weyl cell should be taken for that of a paralleltope. (The ratio

of their volumes is 1 : ll{･=i qi)). Hence the volume pto(G) of G must be pto(G) ==

k2r nz! D"if2 rre+m. Thus we have

     T
   THEoREM 1. 7]Vze natural volume pto(Z)) of a simply connected compact simpie Lie

gromp C is

                       uo(a) = ck2'm! Drmii2 rre...

                                    T
   According to Abe-Yokota [1], the volumes of simply connected compact simple
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Lie groups are calculated, hence we can determine the value of r from Theorem 1.

   THEoREM 2. 7]Jze valbles r(( ) of simoly connected compact simple Lie gromps C are

given as follows.

                            (n(n-1)12)!1!2!･･･n!
                 T(SU(n))= nn(n-)l2 ,

                            1!3!'''(2nml)! n! (n2) !
             T(Spin(2n+1))= (2n"1)n2 ,

                            1!3!'''(2n-1) ! n!(n2) !
                 r(SP (n)) = 2n(n-2) (n+ 1)n2 ,

                            1!3!'''(2n-3) ! (n-1) ! n!(n(n-1))!
               T([SPin (2n)) = 2(n-i)2 (n-1)n(n-i)                                                            (n 2 2),

               r(G2) == 32,52, T(I>) = 2i05g3321124!, r(E6)= 5264Z3312136!

             T(E,) == 5ii 772}133,,1,321763!, T(E,) = 7'5 118 123,631,7,`sl,,93232 2912o!.

       Proof. It follows from the following table using Theorem 1.

                 pt,(su(n)) = 21("!Eilillii3n)' :Zn)212n(n-i)kn+2)i2,

                          7 22n(4?i+5}l2 (2n-1)n{2n+1)/2
             pto(SPin (2n+ 1)) - 1!3!... (2n- 1) ! rr 'i("'i),

                            2n(3n+1) (n+1)n(2n+1}l2
                                             n(n+1)                 "o(SP(n)) = 1!3!･-･(2n-1)! Z ,

                             2 2n{3n-1) (nLl)n(2n-1)l2 n2
               uo(SPin(2n)) = 1!3!...(2n-3)!(n-1)!n ,

       pt,(G,) = 226 3s2 ts rr,, ",(.E,) .. s2,51,31451 rr2s, pt,(E,) ., 2g3,` 73i91gz42,

       pto(E7) i= sio2 5661?l?t i33ii2ii7 rr7o, pto(Es) == 7i4 ils 2i3769 i377745iiS33 232 2gni28.
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